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Internationally renowned therapist, family expert and mediator Isolina Ricci, Ph.D. presents this
definitive and newly updated guide to divorce and making shared custody work for parents and
children.The ground-breaking classic, Momâ€™s House, Dadâ€™s House, has become the
standard for two generations of divorcing parents, and includes examples, self-tests, checklists,
tools, and guidelines to help separated moms and dads with the legal, emotional, and financial
issues they will encounter as they work to create happy and stable homes. This comprehensive
guide looks anew at the needs of all family members with creative options and common-sense
advice, including: * The map to a â€œdecent divorceâ€• and two happy homes * Helping children of
divorce with age-specific advice * Negotiating Parental Agreements and custody arrangements *
Breaking away from â€œnegative intimacyâ€• with a difficult ex-husband or ex-wife * Sidestepping
destructive myths about divorce (and marriage) * Handling long-distance parenting and parenting
alone With Momâ€™s House, Dadâ€™s House, parents will learn how to help their children heal
and find a sense of continuity, security, and stability throughout the divorce process and in any
custody situation.
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This book is a new, revised and updated edition of the book of the same name originally published
in 1980. Dr. Ricci heads the Statewide Office of Family Court Services for California'as 82 family
courts and has been a licensed marriage and family therapist for 22 years. The material for Mom's
House, Dad's House came out of her experience as a therapist and mediator, teaching seminars

and classes for divorcing parents. From her students and clients she learned how difficult and
complex it could be for divorcing parents to pull away from their former intimate relationships and
reorganize their lives. The present volume is a distillation of all that Dr. Ricci learned in those early
and in subsequent years. Its goal is to inform divorcing, separated, or remarried parents on how to
constructively heal the wounds of separation and establish a healthy new life for their children. Dr.
Ricci argues that, contrary to traditionally accepted beliefs that divorce means destruction of the
family, a new kind of really workable and satisfying family life can be created for a child while
parents maintain separate residences. Reaching this state is, however, not easy. It involves an
understanding by both parents of their mutual goals, and much hard work at "pre-separation boot
camp" to actualize these goals. This is a painful process where former intimacy is replaced by a
business-like approach with the needs of the child rather than those of the parents being
paramount. The rewards to all parties are, however, enormous. Fortunately, as difficult as the
process of separation may be, Dr.

I have to say that I am currently in the process and almost finished reading the original Mom's
House, Dad's House - Making Shared Custody Work and I cannot emphasize enough how much it
has changed my belief system on shared placement (responsibilities). The very first page of Chap. 1
made me cry. My main concern was that our son (4 1/2) feel as though he had a place HE could call
HOME. I felt that flip flopping back and forth on the current 5,5,2,2 day schedule was unstable for
him. I feel as though an angel touched me on the shoulder and brought this book into my life. My
view instantly changed about shared placement when the little girl from Chap. 1 responds to the
businessman on the airplane that she has two "real" homes. I tear up thinking about each time. I no
longer feel that our son should be placed primarily with me - that he will have 2 homes - 2 families
and that is wonderful for him. I especially love the use of "rose" words and changing ! such terms of
"visiting" to "living with" each parent. I have already implemented the use of these terms. The
surveys are also wonderful self examinations that (if answered truthfully) will be so educational for
you. The use of a "Parent Agreement" is also something I think is wonderful. I have already typed
the initial draft and I plan to approach my child's father with it and get his input. It was great to see
the different stages literally mapped out for you. I also enjoyed the chapter on changing your once
intimate relationship into a business relationship and avoiding the negative intimacy that can be so
prevalent in these situations and how to avoid "hot spots".I cannot emphasize how inspirational this
book has been for me!!
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